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Rage after electromagnetic pulse controlled by 

emperor (6) 

Festive season can rival explosion (8) 

Miracle worker acing shot with lousy aim (8) 

Those who drag tall buildings (6) 

Cold, hard rain greets Caesar (4) 

Policemen harbouring parasites (4) 

One of the Hawks, perhaps, started dribbling in 

reverse (4) 

Cape accent betrays acquiescence (10) 

Relics hidden in shallow sand (7) 

Croakers under horses’ hooves (5) 

Threaten that males will beat the king (6) 

Fixed at Polish place of healing (8) 

Disease infects insect peel (10) 

When headless, it runs around (3) 

Beater delivers licks (7) 

Fury when redistributed warmth is denied 

thousands (5) 

Indoor cats loped down incline (5) 

Discarded material from planes before noon (6) 

Beautiful child gives Guevera massage (6) 

If slow, help organise academic funding (10) 

Get in touch with criminal discretion (7) 

Typical! In PR I confuse such places as Andorra, 

Monaco, and Liechtenstein (12) 

For example, never return retribution (7) 

Royal love symbol artist (6) 

Start to panhandle before baseball period (9) 

Perform little on sovereign authority (8) 

Conclusion of a legend (3) 

Game bird family (9) 

Greenback causes conflict (3) 

Rock out on set (5) 

Archenemy shatters Meissen (7) 

Characteristic merit (6) 

Responsible for enlightenment of woman who lost 

husband but gained direction (6) 

Ceremonial seat of angry hornet (6) 

Charmed One led rats away (5) 

Seek to burn church (6) 

Moves through the air like many insects (5) 

Danger for each of 49 (5) 

Translated LORD in a Catholic service book (7) 

Sounds like a water jug is worth a thousand 

words (7) 

Gene shares X and Y, for example (11) 

Watt acknowledges internal engine of 

onslaught (6) 

Refusal to believe he nailed conversion (6) 

In a state of happiness, Jill plays with toy (7) 

Bee applies lubrication, heats water for tea (5) 

Hotel bogeyman, seen in mirror, holds wine cup 

(6) 

Type of arrangement of specimens: cacti 

galore! (11) 

Call circle (4) 

Quiet segment, I hear (5) 

The gloom in Conrad’s heart (8) 

Envoy aged in middle of cruise (6) 

Bird swooped (4) 

Redo right rearrangement, realise regularity (5) 

Glean disturbance with kindly woman (5) 

Great Scott! Organism found way back in small 

cave (6) 

Meander idly with ugly duckling (4) 

Implicit symbolism hides reflections about the 

spiritual (6) 

Overland journey with stuff in outre knapsack (4) 

One of the two types of music in a sovereign 

state (7) 

Unusual range of fury (5) 

Proportion of Montserrat I observed (5) 

Master leads life of rampant debauchery (4) 

Award giver a rotter, enemy without measure (7) 

Madam aids interior cleaner (4) 

Infer rot, decaying at the edge of civilisation (8) 

Large-scale Hamlet staged in country 

settlement (7) 

Kinsman with humour (5) 

Acquiring a drinking establishment through 

negotiation (10) 

Influence gained by hard work over time (5) 

Why lad is discombobulated by woman (4) 

Millions lose charged atoms at the factory (4) 

Bide at home to conceal end of life (5) 

Delivers news about awful green mess (9) 

Confused: Sniper or detainee? (8) 

Fear changeling consumed Gabriel (9) 

Bagel fillings get stale (3) 

Optimism starts here, or perhaps everywhere (4) 

Lift to reveal assembly (8) 
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